
	
 

TV and DVD operation  (and the internet) 
 
Serenity gets all its outside world communication from satellites,  
 
We are outside the Sky satellite footprint but just inside the UK Freesat area 
and so the satellite box under the TV is set for this group of channels.  You 
can get almost all the BBC and ITV free to air channels as well as a variety of 
US originated film and series channels and a few shopping offerings.   
 
It sounds a bit complicated when written down but it isn't really. Just make 
sure you follow the instructions and use the right remote when needed. 
 
There are 2 remotes, a long one and a short one.   
 

• The long one is for the TV (the TV remote); it turns it on and off and 
selects TV or DVD use.   

• The short one (the satellite remote) is for the satellite tuner and it 
controls the channel to be connected to the TV. 

 
In use the TV remote needs to be very close to the lower left area of the TV 
on the wall - you can see a little red area that the remote needs to be almost 
touching.  I have no idea why it is so insensitive but that's how it is.   
 
Turn the TV on using the on/off button at the very top of the TV remote.  Then 
press the AV button at the bottom left of the TV remote and a menu will 
appear on the screen.   
 

• Selecting EXT1 (using the up/down keys) will connect the TV to the 
satellite box. 

 
• Selecting EXT2 will connect it to the DVD player.  After you have made 

your selection press ENTER in the middle of the TV remote. 
 
If you have selected EXT1 you will probably see on the TV a program or an 
indicator of a selected channel.  If not or if you want to select a different 
program you need to use the satellite remote.  Pick up the remote and turn on 
the satellite box by pointing the remote at the box in the shelf area under the 
TV.  There is a button on the remote marked with the standard on/ off icon.  
Press MENU and select either the radio channel list or the TV channel list 
using the up/down keys.  When you've made your selection, press OK. 
 



Now you can choose the particular channel you want, again by using the 
up/down keys and select it by pressing OK. 
 
You can turn off the TV without affecting the channel selection by using the 
TV remote and pressing the on/off key - don't forget to hold it close to the TV.  
If you turn off the TV like this then the satellite tuner will remember the 
channel selected and you'll only need to bother about turning the TV on again 
(very convenient if you just want to keep up with The Archers. 
 
If you've selected EXT2, you can just put a DVD in the player and press the 
play button and it will appear on the screen. 
 
You can adjust the volume using the TV remote or, if using the satellite tuner, 
using the satellite remote. 
 

 
 
 

 


